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start out pursuing more traditional photography? If so, how

Do you approach the idea of size and presence in your
work mathematically, or is your aesthetic something that
has come about organically?
-

It always goes through a long developmental process. I return to

Magic
Along the same lines; do you always know what you’re
going to get in each picture? How do you cope with nature

Worlds
I called Domestic Landscapes
Manhattan Picture Worlds
Real Landscapes

You have to use some impressive equipment to produce
your work. Do you choose your gear based upon the ideas
you have, or had it developed with your interests?
-

-

convey to the viewer of your photographs?

to see the whole world within a small world. In the sense
-

Do you create the models yourself or do others create
them for you?

Since you use models in your work so much, did you ever
play with or collect these sort of toys as a child?

Sticking with your childhood, a lot of your work feels very
isolated or lonely. Did you grow up in a removed or rural area?

-

Do you think that idea of German Romanticism translates
to other cultures?
Perhaps through the images people will understand. On the
-

-

You put a lot of thought into the models and scenes you
create. Do you base these on places you’ve been or are they
totally unique?

-

In setting up your models, do you try to create a narrative? You say the images go from idyllic to catastrophic.
Is there a message across the series, or a story between
the images?

What’s going through your head as you set up the vignettes? Is there a theme for them beyond creating that
sense of longing for nature?

You explore how humanity and nature are existing at odds.
How do you feel about the current state of environmental
degradation and human impact on climate change?
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-

Last but not least, what is your fantasy?

